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DARK HORSE
NEW SERIES AND ONE�SHOTS FOR JANUARY

ANGEL SEASON 11 #1
Bechko, Borges, Fischer
Vampire Angel is tormented by a vision linking
his shameful past to something very big-and
very bad-that is coming. The goddess Illyria
gives Angel some insight and incentive. Then
she really gets involved, and Angel discovers
that it might be possible to change the future
by changing the past.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

BLACK HAMMER GIANT SIZED
ANNUAL #1
Lemire, Nguyen, Lenox,
Powell, Kindt, Fawkes
Illustrated by an all-star slate of guest artists,
this oversized anthology issue features five
Black Hammer stories from Jeff Lemire, each
focusing on one of the stranded heroes. See
how Dustin Nguyen, Emi Lenox, Nate Powell,
Matt Kindt, and Ray Fawkes take on tales
about Abraham Slam, Golden Gail, Colonel
Weird, Barbalien, and Madame Dragonfly.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

LOBSTER JOHNSON:
GARDEN OF BONES
(ONE-SHOT)
Mignola, Arcudi, Green,
Zonjic
When an undead hit man goes after the NYPD,
the Lobster steps in to figure out if it’s a
zombie-or something worse.
In Shops: 11/01/2017

SLAYER:
REPENTLESS #1
Schnepp, Vilanova, Fabry
The planet’s most badass metal band takes
control of comics! The ultimate thrash
juggernaut, Slayer has dominated stages and
destroyed audiences for over thirty years,
with their latest album, Repentless, showing
no signs of slowing down or showing mercy.
Based on the brutal Repentless videos, this
expansion of the video story lines drives deep
into the darkest heart of America, a raging road
trip down a bloodstained highway, a tale of the
doomed, the damned ...and the repentless!
In Shops: 25/01/2017

HELLBOY - WINTER SPECIAL 2017 (ONE-SHOT)
Mignola, Roberson, Allie, Grist, Mitten, Fiumara
Three weird tales show the world of Hellboy through the years, with Edward Grey appearing
alongside Sarah Jewell, hero of the recent Rise of the Black Flame series in 1890s London. In
1980s New England, Hellboy, Abe Sapien, and Liz Sherman set out on a simple search for some
missing kids and encounter a tormented spirit seeking to share its pain.
In Shops: 25/01/2017
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DC

NEW SERIES AND
ONE�SHOTS FOR
JANUARY

DOOM PATROL #1
(DIRECTOR’S CUT)
Way, Derington
Get the inside-scoop on one of the
year’s most-talked-about debuts!
Experience Doom Patrol #1,
presented in its original raw
pencil form, along with behindthe-scenes details including
preliminary art, process material
and more!
In Shops: 18/01/2017

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
KILLER FROST - REBIRTH #1

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
THE ATOM - REBIRTH #1

Orlando, Houser, Andolfo, Reis, Prado
Spinning out of the pages of Justice League
Vs. Suicide Squad!
What happens to a super-villain on their last
day in Belle Reve Prison? Against all odds,
Killer Frost is up for parole from the Suicide
Squad, but you can bet Amanda Waller isn’t
going to make it easy for Frost to join the
new JLA.
In Shops: 25/01/2017

Orlando, Reis, Prado
Spinning out of the pages of Justice League
Vs. Suicide Squad!
Meet Ryan Choi, prodigious theoretical
physics student with severe allergies and
crippling social anxiety. But little does young
Ryan know, his first day at Ivy University
marks the start of an epic journey into the
very heart of the DC Universe!
In Shops: 04/01/2017

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
THE RAY - REBIRTH #1

JUSTICE LEAGUE OF AMERICA:
VIXEN - REBIRTH #1

Orlando, Byrne, Reis, Prado
Spinning out of the pages of Justice League
Vs. Suicide Squad!
Locked indoors, raised in the dark and
told his medical condition could be fatal to
himself and anyone he meets, Ray Terrill
is dangerous. A freak. Broken. Or is he...?
Witness the amazing power of realizing your
true self and stepping into the light in this
moving rebirth of a long-lost hero for a new
generation.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

Orlando, Houser, Campbell, Reis, Prado
Spinning out of the pages of Justice League
Vs. Suicide Squad!
She’s one of the country’s most successful
businesswomen, an iconic fashion pioneer,
a crusader for social justice and an
incredibly powerful member of the Justice
League of America. But Mari McCabe’s life
wasn’t always this way. Follow her path to
becoming the heroic Vixen in this crucial
special!
In Shops: 11/01/2017
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JUSTICE LEAGUE /
POWER RANGERS #1
Taylor, Byrne, Kerschl
Two of comics greatest teams
team up for the very first time!
Something terrible has happened
in Angel Grove! When the
Command Center is breached and
the teleporters are damaged, Zack
is flung into another universe,
where he’s mistaken for a villain
by a mysterious masked vigilante.
Can the other Power Rangers get
to their friend in time to save him
from Batman?
Co-published with BOOM! Studios.
In Shops: 11/01/2017

BATMAN 66 MEETS
WONDER WOMAN 77
#1
Parker, Andreyko, Hahn,
Kesel, Allred
What mysteries are hidden in the book Ra’s al
Ghul hired Catwoman to steal? And why does
this caper lead Batman down memory laneto his childhood fight against actual Nazis?
Witness the Caped Crusader’s first encounter
with one of the greatest heroes the world has
ever known: Wonder Woman!
This epic team-up is brought to you by writers
Marc Andreyko (Wonder Woman ‘77) and Jeff
Parker (Batman ‘66), with fantastic artists
David Hahn and Karl Kesel (Batman ‘66 Meets
the Man from U.N.C.L.E.). It’s a time - and
space - spanning adventure unlike anything
you’ve seen before!
In Shops: 18/01/2017

DC

NEW SERIES AND
ONE�SHOTS FOR
JANUARY
KAMANDI CHALLENGE
#1

FALL AND RISE OF
CAPTAIN ATOM #1
Bates, Weisman, Conrad,
Badower
“Blowback” Part One! Captain Atom hasn’t
been seen or heard from in years-and even
if you think you know what happened to
him... you’re wrong! But you’re not alone. To
this day, no one on Earth-not even the other
superheroes-has an inkling of the missing
Captain Atom’s true fate. At last, the truth is
about to be revealed in a saga that transcends
not only the meaning of life and death, but the
limits of time and space.
In Shops: 04/01/2017

Abnett, DiDio, Eaglesham,
Giffen, Koblish, Timm
Prepare to take part in one of the greatest
adventures from the infinite future of the DC
Universe, and join the industry’s top creative
teams in a round-robin, no-holds-barred,
storytelling extravaganza titled The Kamandi
Challenge! Born from the mind of Jack “King”
Kirby, the post apocalyptic Earth of Kamandi
has been a fan favorite for decades, and now
14 intrepid teams of writers and artists build
on this incredible foundation and take the title
character on an epic quest to find his long-lost
parents and travel to places seen and unseen
in the DC Universe.
Each issue will end with an unimaginable
cliffhanger, and it’s up to the next creative
team to resolve it before creating their own.
It’s a challenge worthy of “The King” himself!
In this premiere issue, the Last Boy on Earth
is dragged from his safe haven by a group of
tigers, only to face the nightmarish threat of
the ultimate weapon!
In Shops: 25/01/2017

ODYSSEY OF THE
AMAZONS #1
Grevioux, Benjamin
Don’t miss the start of this new miniseries set in
the world of Wonder Woman from writer/actor
Kevin Grevioux (New Warriors, Underworld).
Years before the birth of Princess Diana, a
group of Amazons set out on a globe-spanning
quest to find others of their kind, encountering
legendary creatures and beings along the way.
But their journey soon turns into a rescue
mission as two of their own are captured by the
legendary Storm Giants of Norse mythology.
It’s up to their leader, the stalwart Hessia, to
keep them together through the many trials
that lie ahead.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

KAMANDI CHALLENGE
SPECIAL #1
Kirby, Royer, Berry
The Kamandi Challenge is here-and with it,
DC reprints the classic, 64-page Kamandi #32
from 1975!
In this issue’s lead story, Kamandi and his
allies face an attack by gorilla commandos!
This issue also includes the origin of the Last
Boy on Earth from Kamandi #1, plus the map
of Earth after the Great Disaster that inspired
The Kamandi Challenge!
In Shops: 04/01/2017
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IDW

NEW SERIES AND
ONE�SHOTS FOR
JANUARY

D4VEOCRACY #1
Ferrier, Ramon
Ryan Ferrier and Valentin Ramon are back with D4VEOCRACY, the third arc of
the acclaimed D4VE series. In the wake of a robo-political assassination, D4VE
begins a presidential campaign. A hip new app startup has other plans for the
robot society, however, and creates the perfect political rival.
From the acclaimed creative team of D4VE, D4VE2, and Hot Damn!
In Shops: 25/01/2017

ANGRY BIRDS COMICS:
GAME PLAY #1
Tobin, Rodriques,
Cangialosi, Various
An all-new season of Angry Birds Comics is here!
Featuring art and stories from some of today’s
finest storytellers, this new series is guaranteed
to please readers of all ages who love the Angry
Birds app or great comics in general!
Fresh off the successful launch of the new
app, these stories focus on the fun and magic
surrounding one of the world’s most popular and
well recognized game properties!
In Shops: 11/01/2017

BOX OFFICE POISON COLOR COMICS #1
Robinson
The story of Sherman, Dorothy, Ed, Stephen, Jane, and Mr. Flavor as
you’ve never seen it before: in full color! Alex Robinson’s masterpiece of
dreary jobs, comic books, love, sex, messy apartments, girlfriends (and
the lack thereof), undisclosed pasts, and crusty old professionals
remains one of the most delightful and whimsical comic
stories-and with colorist Pat N. Lewis’ fantastic color
work, Box Office Poison is ready to return to comic stands!
In Shops: 04/01/2017

GHOSTBUSTERS:
ANNUAL 2017
Burnham, Schoening,
Stott, Howell, Evensen,
Lattie
Join us for this special double-sized annual,
featuring Ghostbusters past, present... and future!
Learn the origin of Slimer! Witness a crazy bust in
the Midwest with the Chicago Ghostbusters! Find
out what Winston Zeddemore was up to during
the Scolari Brothers incident in Ghostbusters 2!
And peek into the future at the next generation
of Ghostbusters... and much more! Be there or
be slimed!
In Shops: 18/01/2017

ROM: ANNUAL 2017
Ryall, Gage, Messina
On the peaceful planet of Elonia, a surprise attack
by the pernicious Dire Wraiths leaves the planet
and its Solstar Order defense corps reeling...
so what can one young explorer named Rom
possibly do to help in the face of such savage an
attack? Find out here as IDW proudly presents the
full, unfettered origin of ROM, first of the Space
Knights in a tale told by the series’ ongoing team
of Ryall, Gage, and Messina!
In Shops: 18/01/2017

BACK TO THE FUTURE:
BIFF TO THE FUTURE #1
Gale, Fridolfs, Robinson
When Old Biff Tannen travels to the past to give his
younger self the Grays Sports Almanac, he opens
a lethal Pandora’s Box that drastically changes
the course of history. In the Back To The Future
movies, Doc and Marty save the day -- but what
happens in Biff Tannen’s dystopia before they
do? Find out in Biff To The Future, the alternate
life story of Biff Tannen detailing his diabolical
rise to power, his dangerous relationship with the
McFly family and Doc Brown, and his ultimate
demise. The apocalypse has got nothing on the
kinds of trouble a Tannen can make! Written by
Back To The Future co-creator Bob Gale with
Derek Fridolfs (Batman) and illustrated by Alan
Robinson (Back To The Future: Citizen Brown).
In Shops: 18/01/2017

MICRONAUTS:
ANNUAL 2017
Bunn, Ferreira
The Micronauts have encountered many strange
allies and enemies since they became stranded
on Earth, a planet of giants, but perhaps none
have been as unexpected as those awaiting them
here. As we explore the origins of the various
Micronauts, the team encounters a future version
of... themselves? Are they friend or foe? Explore
the origins of some of today’s most popular
Micronauts characters in this can’t-miss annual!
In Shops: 25/01/2017

JEM AND THE
HOLOGRAMS:
ANNUAL 2017
Thompson, Robado,
Barros, Ganucheau,
Witerscheim, Forbes
The Starlight Girls have been writing and drawing
an “exquisite corpse” style fan fiction comic that
reimagines their favorite pop stars -- Jem And The
Holograms -- as pop stars by day and renegade
space heroes by night. Follow the adventures of
Jem And The Holograms as you’ve never seen
them before -- superheroes fighting to save the
universe from the evil Majestrix Pizzazz and her...
army of Mecha-Spider-Pizzes?!?! OMG.
In Shops: 25/01/2017
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CURSE WORDS #1
Soule, Boyd, Browne
“The Devil’s Devil,” Part One. The new ongoing
series from Charles Soule (Daredevil, Death of
Wolverine, Star Wars) and Ryan Browne (God
Hates Astronauts) is coming for you!
A wizard has appeared in New York City, and
he’s casting wonderful spells, getting famous,
getting rich-it’s great! But it’s not. This wizard
has everyone fooled. He is actually an evil wizard,
and evil things are on the way. Curse Words is
a gonzo modern fantasy, full of darkness, light...
And magic.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

DANTE (ONE-SHOT)
Hawkins, Ning, Robertson
Dante was a family man with a wife and young
daughter, and also a top assassin working for an
international crime syndicate. For two decades
he worked hard to keep these two lives separate
and was then ready to retire. Manipulated into
thinking he could quit with the syndicate’s
blessing, Dante was betrayed and accidentally
killed a young Asian boy while fighting to save
himself. This act changes him forever as he is
supernaturally cursed and wakes up inexplicably
covered with tattoos. Dante tries to uncover the
source of this supernatural curse while looking
for his family that has now disappeared.
In Shops: 25/01/2017

LOOSE ENDS #1

FEW #1

Latour, Brunner, Renzi
Series premiere.
No one seemed to notice Sonny
Gibson as he stepped back into
“The Hideaway,” a dusty little
honky-tonk nestled off the Carolina
highway. But before the night was
over, Sonny would be on the runfrom the law, from the criminals,
even from himself.
Loose Ends is a gritty, slowcooked, Southern crime romance
that follows a winding trail down
Tobacco Road, through the wartorn streets of Baghdad, and into
the bright lights and bloody gutters
of South Florida.
From Jason Latour, the Eisnerwinning co-creator of Southern
Bastards and the writer of SpiderGwen, Chris Brunner (Southern
Bastards, Batman: Legends Of
The Dark Knight), and Rico Renzi
(Spider-Gwen, Squirrel Girl).
In Shops: 25/01/2017

Lewis, Sherman
Critically lauded writer and playwright Sean
Lewis follows up the cult favorite Saints with
his newest book The Few. Teaming with red-hot
artist Hayden Sherman for a limited maxi-series,
The Few combines Mad Max action with a Station
Eleven sensibility in this sci-fi series for mature
readers.
In a dystopian future, two survivalist brothers
stumble across an unlikely sight: a woman asleep
in the woods holding nothing but a gun and a
baby wearing a gas mask. As these boys begin
to embark on helping this woman, betrayals,
secrets, and revolutions abound in the fight for
what’s left of America.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

GOD COUNTRY #1
Cates, Wordie, Hill,
Stewart, Shaw
Series premiere. Emmet Quinlan, an old widower
rattled by dementia, isn’t just a problem for his
children-his violent outbursts are more than the
local cops can handle. When a tornado levels
his home-as well as the surrounding West Texas
town-a restored Quinlan rises from the wreckage.
The enchanted sword at the eye of the storm
gives him more than a sound mind and body,
however. He’s now the only man who can face
the otherworldly creatures the sword has drawn
down to the Lone Star State...
In Shops: 11/01/2017

IMAGE

NEW SERIES AND ONE�SHOTS FOR JANUARY
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DEADPOOL
THE DUCK #1
Moore, Camagni,
Nakayama
What do you get when you take one cynical
anthropomorphic duck (named Howard) and
cross it with the smelliest (and most annoying)
mercenary in the Marvel Universe? Deadpool The
Duck! When Deadpool is sent on a mission from
S.H.I.E.L.D. to capture a high-profile E.T. that is
rampaging across the high plains, the snatchand-grab turns out to be much more complicated
than the Merc with a Mouth anticipated. One
unfortunate
wrong-place-at-the-wrong-time
accident later leaves Deadpool and Howard
fighting for control of the cutest mercenary the
Marvel Universe has ever seen! Brought to you
with words by Stuart Moore (Cloak And Dagger,
Thanos: Death Sentence Novel) and art by Jacopo
Camagni (Deadpool’s Secret Secret Wars).
In Shops: 04/01/2017

MARVEL’S
GUARDIANS OF
THE GALAXY VOL.2
PRELUDE #1
Pilgrim, Allen
Get hooked on the Guardians!
When the fate of the galaxy is at stake, there’s
only one thing to do: call in the greatest warriors
the galaxy has ever known. What do you mean,
who?! Rocket. Groot. Drax. Gamora. Peter Quill,
a.k.a. Star-Lord?! Don’t tell me you’ve never
heard of them? Legendary outlaw? Most
dangerous woman in the galaxy? Nothing?
Then it’s time to brush up for Marvel’s Guardians
Of The Galaxy Vol. 2 with this all-new adaptation
of the original, hilarious hit film!
In Shops: 04/01/2017

MARVEL
NEW SERIES AND ONE�SHOTS FOR
JANUARY

AVENGERS #1.MU
Zub, Izaakse, Nakayama
A Monsters Unleashed tie-in!
A seemingly straightforward mission for SpiderMan takes an unexpected turn when Earth’s
Mightiest Heroes are caught off-guard by a
monstrous invasion from the sky.
An all-star lineup of Avengers battling behemoths
in this over-sized spectacular that’s a perfect
jumping-on point for new readers and old.
In Shops: 25/01/2017

MONSTERS UNLEASHED #1

MIGHTY
CAPTAIN MARVEL #1

UNSTOPPABLE
WASP #1
Whitley, Charretier
Girl. Genius. Hero. Unstoppable.
Nadia spent the entire first half of her life a
captive of The Red Room, but now this teenage
super-scientist is on her own for the first time,
and she’s ready to spread her wings! Hank
Pym’s daughter has a lot of time to make up for
and she’s determined to change the world. You
know, if she can get her U.S. citizenship first.
Guest-starring Ms. Marvel and Mockingbird!
In Shops: 04/01/2017

Stohl, Rosanas, Torque
The Greatest. That’s what they call her. Carol
Danvers has been to the depths of outer space
and back, but that still hasn’t prepared her for
her newfound status of biggest super hero ever.
Yaas, Queen! Danvers may not like the crown
she’s wearing, but boy does it look good on her.
Just watch out for the thorns it comes with-forces
trying to take down everything Carol has built.
Carol Danvers makes her triumphant return as
the Mighty Captain Marvel! Written by celebrity
writer Margaret Stohl (Beautiful Creatures, Black
Widow: Forever Red) and drawn by the artfully
talented Ramon Rosanas (Ant-Man), this bold
new take on Earth’s mightiest and favorite hero!
In Shops: 18/01/2017

SPIDER-MAN /
DEADPOOL #1.MU
Corin, Walker, Johnson
A Monsters Unleashed tie-in!
Spider-Man and Deadpool find themselves
face-to-face(-to-face?) with one of the dozens
of monsters smashing and stomping their way
through the Marvel Universe! Ever the stalwart
hero, Spider-Man has to use his powers (and
responsibilities) to fearlessly fight the freakish
monsters, saving many civilians at great cost to
himself! Meanwhile, Deadpool is about as helpful
as he usually is.
In Shops: 25/01/2017

Bunn, McNiven
The epic battle Marvel fans have been waiting for, drawn by today’s
greatest artists!!!
It’s all hands on deck with the Avengers, Champions, Guardians,
X-Men and the Inhumans as they clash with monstrous threats
that threaten to destroy every corner of the Marvel Universe. Who
are the Leviathons? Who controls them? How can they be stopped
before Earth becomes another tragic, barren world in their wake?
Written by powerhouse writer Cullen Bunn and drawn by Marvel
legend Steve McNiven, this issue is the beginning of something big
that you just can’t miss!
In Shops: Jan 18/01/2017
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INDIES

NEW SERIES AND ONE�SHOTS FOR JANUARY

PSYCHODRAMA
ILLUSTRATED #1
FANTAGRAPHICS
Hernandez
A new Love And Rockets spin-off featuring
Fritz and her extended family in a series of
stories that bend Fritz’s reality.
In this issue, Fritz bumps into an old
acquaintance of her sister Luba’s. The fellow
sees great similarities in the sisters, and
chemistry between he and Fritz does what it
does...
In Shops: 25/01/2017

WILL EISNER’S
SPIRIT: CORPSE
MAKERS #1
DYNAMITE
Francavilla
A series of unexpected disappearances
and deaths hit Central City. Initially these
cases seem purely unrelated: no apparent
connection between the victims makes it easy
for the police to just file them as runaways or
natural deaths. But when someone close to
Ebony White disappears, The Spirit is on the
case!
From the mind of writer/artist and Eisner
winner Francesco Francavilla, comes a
thrilling tale of The Spirit that promises to
tingle your spines.
In Shops: 18/01/2017

WWE #1
BOOM! STUDIOS
Hopeless, Thibodeaux,
Guillory, Petrovich, Mora
BOOM! Studios is proud to present the most
authentic line of ongoing WWE comics. Each
issue will feature your favorite Superstars in
stories that go beyond what you’ve ever seen on
TV.
The first story arcs detail the “Breaking of The
Shield.” Seth Rollins. Roman Reigns. Dean
Ambrose. Together they formed The Shield, one
of the most dominant factions in WWE historyuntil the ultimate opportunist Seth chose to
betray the group at the behest of Triple H, the
“King of Kings” who has cemented himself as
the authority in control of WWE. Now, eager to
prove himself, Seth is on the hunt for the WWE
Championship, a journey that will send him on a
collision course with his former brothers...
Includes a backup story starring The New Day
by Ross Thibodeaux (Mighty Morphin Power
Rangers 2016 Annual) and Rob Guillory (Chew).
In Shops: 11/01/2017

JAMES BOND:
FELIX LEITER #1
DYNAMITE
Robinson, Campbell,
Perkins
From superstar creative team James
Robinson (Starman, Red Sonja) and Aaron
Campbell (The Shadow, Uncanny) comes the
Bond spin-off highlighting 007’s American
counterpart!
Felix Leiter finds himself in Japan, tracking
down a beautiful, Russian spy from his past.
But when the mission takes a turn for the
worse, he will discover that there are more
deadly schemes afoot in Tokyo and beyond!
In Shops: 11/01/2017

RIFT #1
RED 5 COMICS
Rayner, Handfield,
Carvalho
Presented by Academy Award nominee
SHERLOCK BLIND
Jeremy Renner, The Rift tells the story of a
BANKER #1
single mother and her son whose lives change
TITAN COMICS
forever after witnessing a WWII fighter pilot
Moffat, Gatiss, Jay
from 1941 crash land in present-day Kansas.
A mysterious break-in at a bank... Some They find themselves drawn into the work of
enigmatic symbols... Hidden dangers... Could the Section 47, a secret government organization
case of the ‘Blind banker’ be too dangerous even responsible for responding to Rifts that open
in space and time.
for Holmes and Watson to handle?
In Shops: 11/01/2017
In Shops: 04/01/2017
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NOVEL IDEAS

NEW GRAPHIC NOVELS AND COLLECTED EDITIONS
ARRIVING FROM JANUARY ONWARDS...

NEWSPRINTS VOL.1

CROSSED: PLUS 100
VOL.3

DEADPOOL:
BACK IN BLACK

BRIGGS LAND VOL.1:
STATE OF GRACE

GRAPHIX
Xu

AVATAR PRESS
Spurrier, Ortiz, Tunica, Andrade

MARVEL COMICS
Bunn, Espin

DARK HORSE COMICS
Wood, Chater, Lotay

A gorgeous, provocative debut graphic novel
about the power of friendship and finding the
courage to be one’s true self.
Blue is an orphan who disguises herself as a
newsboy. There’s a war going on, and Blue loves
living and working at the Bugle, the only paper
in town that tells the truth. And what’s printed
in the newspapers now matters more than ever.
But Blue struggles with her secret, and worries
that if her friends and adopted family at the Bugle
find out she’s a girl, she’ll lose everything and
everyone she cares about. And when she meets
and befriends Crow, a boy who is also not what
he seems, together they seek the freedom to be
their true selves - and to save each other.
In Shops: Feb 01, 2017

The future world of Alan Moore’s evolved Crossed
saga takes another leap forward as Crossed:
Wish You Were Here scribe, Simon Spurrier,
catapults Future Taylor five more years into the
uncertain future. The world has continued to
change as the Crossed have developed their own
alien culture and grand plan. Towns continue
to fall and suspicions about infiltrators are at an
all-time high. But when Future finds an infected
baby and decides to keep it alive, she begins to
see another side to the snapping, snarling, fury
that is innate within the Crossed.
Collects issues #13-18 of Crossed Plus 100.
In Shops: Jan 25, 2017

ACTION COMICS VOL.1:
PATH OF DOOM
KILL OR BE KILLED VOL.1
IMAGE COMICS
Brubaker, Breitweiser, Phillips

10

The darkly twisted story of a young man forced
to kill bad people, and how he struggles to keep
his secret as it slowly begins to ruin his life and
the lives of his friends and loved ones. Both a
thriller and a deconstruction of vigilantism, Kill Or
Be Killed is unlike anything this award-winning
team has done before.
Collects Kill Or Be Killed #1-4.
In Shops: Jan 18, 2017

During 1984’s Marvel Super Heroes: Secret Wars,
Deadpool was introduced to an alien symbiote
that went on to become Spider-Man’s black
costume and eventually, Venom. Okay, maybe
that really took place retroactively in 2015’s
Deadpool’s Secret Secret Wars. But the point is,
it happened! Now, did you know that after Peter
Parker rejected the costume, but before it found
Eddie Brock, it went slinking back to Deadpool
on the rebound? And they went on adventures
together? You didn’t? Well, you do now!
Thrill to Wade Wilson’s 1980s adventures in
symbiote-sitting! Full monochromatic madness
ensues when the black-costumed Spidey swings
by! You’ve never seen a symbiotic relationship as
dysfunctional as this!
Collecting Deadpool: Back In Black #1-5.
In Shops: Feb 22, 2017

DC COMICS
Jurgens, Zircher, Kirkham,
Segovia, Thibert, Sook

Superman returns to Metropolis just in time to
meet the city’s newest protector: Lex Luthor. But
it’s not long before these dueling titans meet
someone unexpected: Clark Kent?! The two
archenemies must put aside their differences to
face the common threat of Doomsday, as Jimmy
Olsen and the staff of the Daily Planet try to
uncover the truth: Who is the man claiming to be
Clark Kent?
Collects Action Comics #957-962.
In Shops: Feb 15, 2017

ACTION MAN VOL.1
IDW PUBLISHING
Barber, Villanelli, Evenhuis

He’s the world’s greatest special agent... until he
dies saving the planet, with all the world’s eyes
on him. Now his young protégé has to step into
the role-whether he’s ready or not!
Collects issues #1-4 and the Revolution: Action
Man one-shot.
In Shops: Jan 11, 2017

Briggs Land, nearly a hundred square miles of rural
wilderness, contains the largest antigovernment
secessionist movement in the United States.
When matriarch Grace Briggs wrests control of
the operation from her incarcerated husband,
she sparks a war within the community-and her
immediate family-that threatens to bring the full
power of the federal government down on their
heads.
Collects issues #1-6 of the series.
In Shops: Mar 15, 2017

BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE
MONSTER MEN (HC)
DC COMICS
Orlando, King, Seeley, Tynion IV,
Antonia, MacDonald, Rossmo

The first crossover of the “Rebirth” era is here! As
a huge storm approaches Gotham City, Batman,
Batwoman and Nightwing try and prepare for
the worst, but nothing can prepare them for
enormous monsters rampaging through the
streets! Batman will need all of his allies to unite
in order to stop these mad science monsters
from tearing their city apart! Will the Dark Knight,
Batwoman, Nightwing, Robin, Spoiler, Orphan and
Clayface be enough? And who is the mastermind
behind it all?
Collects Batman #7-8, Nightwing #5-6 and
Detective Comics #941-942.
In Shops: Feb 22, 2017

NOVEL IDEAS
SCOOBY: APOCALYPSE
VOL.1
DC COMICS
Lee, Giffen, DeMatteis, Porter,
Eaglesham, Alves

When the world is tossed into chaos, it’s up to a
group of meddling kids - Fred, Daphne, Velma and
Shaggy and their dog, Scooby-Doo - to solve the
mystery and survive hordes of zombies! But can
they save the day and cure everyone, or will they
become brain-eating zombies? The creatures
of the night are among us, and the crew of the
Mystery Machine has to fight to survive-because
in the apocalyptic badlands of the near-future,
the horrors are real!
Collects Scooby: Apocalypse #1-6!
In Shops: Feb 01, 2017

NEW GRAPHIC NOVELS AND COLLECTED EDITIONS
ARRIVING FROM JANUARY ONWARDS...

EMPRESS (HC)

CIVIL WAR II: FALLOUT

GHOST IN THE SHELL 1.5:
HUMAN-ERROR
PROCESSOR (HC)

MARVEL COMICS
Millar, Immonen

MARVEL COMICS
Various

KODANSHA COMICS
Masamune

Imagine you’re married to the worst bad guy
from your favorite sci-fi movie, an alien dictator
feared throughout the universe, who will kill you
if you leave - but you need to escape for the sake
of your three children. That’s the life of Queen
Emporia. All she has are her wits, her bodyguard,
and three guns to get her kids across the galaxy
- and her husband Morax’s forces are in hot
pursuit. Easy, right? Their desperate race for
their lives will take them through interplanetary
war zones, across dead worlds and into the path
of monstrous beasts! Danger piles upon danger
when slavers circle, and a tribal priestess thirsts
for a blood sacrifice! All the while, Morax executes
anyone and everyone in his way.
Collecting Empress #1-7.
In Shops: Feb 01, 2017

REVOLUTION
IDW PUBLISHING
Barber, Bunn, Ossio, Moore

Explosions rip across the Earth-and all signs
of blame point to Optimus Prime and the
Transformers! G.I. Joe refuses to go quietlyand they assemble heroes big enough to stop
the invaders! Action Man and M.A.S.K. fight for
humanity-but where do ROM and the Micronauts
stand? Celebrating more than a decade of stories
by IDW and Hasbro, this unprecedented event
draws everything together - and leaves nothing
standing. The Revolution is here - take a stand!
Collects Revolution issues #0-5.
In Shops: Jan 18, 2017

BLACK HAMMER VOL.1:
SECRET ORIGINS
DARK HORSE COMICS
Lemire, Ormston

Banished from existence by a multiversal crisis,
the old champions of Spiral City lead simple lives
in a timeless farming town. But as they attempt
to free themselves from this strange purgatory,
a mysterious stranger works to bring them back
into action for one last adventure!
Collects issues #1-6 of the series.
In Shops: Mar 29, 2017

Civil War II’s main player takes center stage, and
its seismic effects are felt across the Marvel
Universe! In a sensational prequel to the main
event, experience the odyssey of Ulysses!
What incredible journey leads him to join the
Inhumans? Then, feel the full implications of the
hostilities in a trio of tales. When a heroic icon is
slain, those who knew him best remember the
fallen legend - and the Avenger who killed him
stands accused of his murder! But when the war
is over, rivals Tony Stark and Carol Danvers turn
to the one man they know they can trust - Steve
Rogers, Captain America! Uh-oh...
Collecting Civil War II: Ulysses #1-3, The Fallen
#1, The Accused #1 and The Oath #1.
In Shops: Feb 22, 2017

DETECTIVE COMICS
VOL.1: RISE OF THE
BATMEN
DC COMICS
Tynion IV, Martinez, Fernandez,
Barrionuevo, Barrows, Ferreira

The Dark Knight teams up with Batwoman to
take on new protégés Red Robin, Spoiler and
the former villain known as Clayface! The only
problem is, neither of these instructors knows
what they’re in for as a mysterious army takes
Gotham City!
This new DC: Rebirth collection features Detective
Comics #934-940!
In Shops: Feb 01, 2017

This deluxe edition will mark the first time the
book has been published in its original Japanese
right-to-left format in English. Supervised by the
creator, this will be the definitive edition of The
Ghost In The Shell.
Ghost In The Shell 1.5: Human-Error Processor
presents, for the first time in America, the “lost”
Ghost In The Shell stories, created by Shirow
Masamune after completing work on the original
Ghost In The Shell manga.
Focusing on Section 9 agents in their daily battle
against technocrime, Human-Error Processor
has all the mind-twisting cybermadness you’ve
come to expect from Ghost In The Shell but set in
a more police-procedural context with action and
suspense galore.
In Shops: Feb 01, 2017

BLACK MONDAY
MURDERS VOL.1: ALL
HAIL GOD MAMMON
IMAGE COMICS
Hickman, Coker

It’s the first collection of the exciting new cryptonoir series, The Black Monday Murders. “All Hail,
God Mammon” pulls the covers back on the
secret world of magic lying behind the largest
and oldest financial institutions in the world.
Collects The Black Monday Murders #1-4.
In Shops: Jan 25, 2017
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13

Doctor Strange: Prelude
MARVEL COMCIS

£14.99

Info / Add to Basket

14
O C T O B E R
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H

Wicked + Divine Vol.04: Rising Action
IMAGE COMICS

£13.99

07

Info / Add to Basket

02

DC Collection Vol.30: Justice – Part 2
EAGLEMOSS

£9.99

Tokyo Ghost Vol.02: Come Join Us
IMAGE COMICS

£13.99

08

Buffy – The High School Years: Glutton For Punishment
DARK HORSE COMICS

£9.99

09

05

HACHETTE PARTWORKS

£9.99

10

Marvel Collection Vol.127: Nova – Origin
HACHETTE PARTWORKS

£9.99

Info / Add to Basket

IMAGE COMICS

£11.99

16

East Of West Vol.06
IMAGE COMICS

£13.99

Hellboy In Hell Vol.02: The Deathcard
DARK HORSE COMICS

£15.99

11

Marvel’s Mightiest Vol.73: West Coast Avengers
HACHETTE PARTWORKS

£9.99

17

Marvel’s Mightiest Vol.74: Red Hulk
HACHETTE PARTWORKS

£9.99

Info / Add to Basket

DARK HORSE COMICS

£13.99

Thought Bubble: Anthology Collection – 10 Years Of Comics
IMAGE COMICS

£8.99

Son Of Satan: Classic
MARVEL COMCIS

£35.99

Info / Add to Basket

18

Wandering Island
DARK HORSE COMICS

£13.99

Info / Add to Basket

19

Info / Add to Basket

12

Predator: Life And Death

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket

06

Trees Vol.02

£8.99

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket
Marvel Collection Vol.126: Silver Surfer – New Dawn

£9.99

15

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket

04

EAGLEMOSS

Info / Add to Basket

Info / Add to Basket

03

DC Collection Vol.31: Superman – Secret Origin

IMAGE COMICS

Info / Add to Basket

Prices correct at time of press

01

Discipline Vol.01: The Seduction

Green Arrow Vol.09: Outbreak
DC COMICS

£15.99

Info / Add to Basket

20

Black Road Vol.01: The Holy North
IMAGE COMICS

£8.99

Info / Add to Basket
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